A comparison of magnification functions in area 19 and the lateral suprasylvian visual area in the cat.
A retinotopic map can be described by a magnification function that relates magnification factor to visual field eccentricity. Magnification factor for primary visual cortex (V1) in both the cat and the macaque monkey is directly proportional to retinal ganglion cell density. However, among those extrastriate areas for which a magnification function has been described, this is often not the case. Deviations from the pattern established in V1 are of considerable interest because they may provide insight into an extrastriate area's role in visual processing. The present study explored the magnification function for the lateral suprasylvian area (LS) in the cat. Because of its complex retinotopic organization, magnification was calculated indirectly using the known magnification function for area 19. Small tracer injections were made in area 17, and the extent of anterograde label in LS and in area 19 was measured. Using the ratio of cortical area labeled in LS to that in area 19, and the known magnification factor for area 19 at the corresponding retinotopic location, we were able to calculate magnification factor for LS. We found that the magnification function for LS differed substantially from that for area 19: central visual field was expanded, and peripheral field compressed in LS compared with area 19. Additionally, we found that the lower vertical meridian's representation was compressed relative to that of the horizontal meridian. We also examined receptive field size in areas 17, 19, and LS and found that, for all three areas, receptive field size was inversely proportional to magnification factor.